Functional Programming
-Basic mode of computation is the construction and application of functions. -Functions can be treated as values -Can compute new functions from them -Computation proceeds by evaluating expressions, not by making assignments -Can use "side-effects" to change the value of a variable -but not the norm -Higher-order functions -functions that take functions as parameters -Polymorphism -ability of a function to take values of different types -Recursion is preferred over iteration Operational Semantics -a way of examining the semantics of parts of a language -We will look at this in general now, and use it to examine parts of the ML language -Described using an abstraction called a reduction machine.
-machine keeps a store of reduction rules -applies the rules to perform reductions on the program until there are no more possible -then returns a result -Reductions are denoted with an arrow → -Derivation rules govern the operation of the reduction machine.
ex: A rule for using parentheses in expressions:
This says that if we can reduce e to e', then we can reduce (e) to (e') -Atomic expressions cannot be reduced -values, variables, etc.
-We use rules like this to define the semantics of the language -We can reduce any statement of the language using a full set of such rules -When the horizontal bar is missing -we have an axiom -always true -This will become clearer as we look at examples using ML ML -a functional language -primarily an interpreted language -some implementations have compilation capability
Expressions, values, types -it type 1+2*3; ML returns with val it= 7 : int -it is the variable that receives the value of any expression that is typed in interactive mode -semicolon indicates the end of the instruction -val stands for "value"; 7 is the result of evaluating the input expression; int is the inferred type of the expression -Unit -a type whose only value is () - -special characters: \n -newline \t -tab \\ -backslash \" -double quote \007 -character whose ASCII code is the number 007 -strings can exceed one line -all but last line end with backslash, all but first line begin with backslash -"Hello"; > val it = "Hello" : string -"Hello" ^ "World"; > val it = "HelloWorld" : string -tuple -list of two or more expressions of any type, separated by commas, surrounded by parens --works like a record that we are familiar with, but fields are named by position in tuple -(4, 5.0, "six"); > val it = (4, 5.0, "six") : int * real * string the type of the tuple is a cross product of int, real and string in that order -(1, false, ()); > val it = (1, false, ()) : int * bool * Unit -(1, (2, 3.0)); > val it = (1, (2, 3.0)) : int * (int * real) this tuple has two elements -an int and another tuple -(3+4, 5<4,"Yes"="No"); > val it = (7, false, false) : int * bool * bool -can access elements of a tuple with the # operator -#i returns the ith element of the tuple -#1(4, 5.0, "six"); > val it = 4 : int -When the reduction machine makes reduction (x + 3) it must first find the value of x in the correct environment -Env(id) gives the environment of an identifier id -Denote evaluating an expression e in environment Env: <e|Env> ex: <x+y| {x=3, y=5}>
-The semantic rules that we saw earlier (R1-R8) should replace ei with <ei | Env> to take into account expressions involving variables ex: let val a = 9*4 and b = 2*6 in a div b end 
R b Env b Env if b then e else e Env if b then e else e Env
Closure -the name of a function must be bound to a closure -defines values for bound variables and for free variables
The function must be evaluated in the environment in which it was defined.
Ex:
-val y = 3; > val y = 3 : int -fun f x = x + y; y is a free variable, x is a bound variable (parameter) > fun f = fn : int -> int Env = { f = <fn x => x + y | {y=3}>, y=3} -the closure here is surrounded by the < > brackets -Must extend the closure with a binding for the function name itself so that the name can be used in the function body. fun isApple x = (x=Apple); > val isApple = fn : fruit -> bool -datatype money = nomoney | coin of int | bill of int | check of string * int; > type money con nomoney : money con coin : int -> money con bill : int ->money con check : string * int -> money -fun amount(nomoney) = 0 | amount(coin(penny)) = penny | amount(bill(dollars)) = 100 * dollars check this ???? | amount(check(bank,penny)) = penny; > val amount = fn : money -> int -datatype 'a tree = empty | node of 'a * 'a tree * 'a tree; > type 'a tree con empty : 'a tree con node : 'a * 'a tree * 'a tree -> 'a tree -The datatype defines a binary tree whose node type is polymorphic -The definition says either the tree is empty, or is a node with value type 'a and two subtrees -fun frontier (empty) = [] function that does a breadth first | frontier (node(x, t1, t2)) = traversal of an 'a tree, and puts the append ([x] , append (frontier(t1), frontier(t2))); values in a list > val frontier = fn : 'a tree -> 'a list -val stree = node ("a", node("b", empty, empty), node("c", empty, empty))); > ... : string tree -frontier stree; > ["a","b","c"] Abstract data type -a datatype that hides its data constructors -"with" keyword specifies the only functions, etc. that have access to the data constructors abstype 'label btree = Empty | Node of 'label * 'label btree * 'label btree with val create = Empty; fun insert(x, T) = (* code for inserting into a btree *) fun lookup(x,T) = (* code for looking up in a search tree *) exception EmptyTree; (* see later *) fun deletemin(T) = (* code for deleting least element in tree *) fun delete(x, T) = (* code for deleting node with x from tree *) end; -other functions can call or use any of the code in the "with" block, but not the data constructors Node and Empty -insert("foo",create); inserts a string in a newly created tree > val it = -: string btree does not give print Node("foo",Empty,Empty) because that is private Exceptions:
-An exception occurs when a function does not produce a value for some possible argument of the correct type. -example -division by zero -the function "/" does not provide a value for "0" as the second operand -system or user program must "catch" and "handle" the exceptions so that execution does not stop ex:
hd ( The Module System -Module -separately compile unit -typically a file -provides encapsulation, information hiding, and code reuse -Module system has three main blocks:
1) signature -specification of types, datatypes, function names, exceptions that will be visible outside the module -interface to the module -also considered to type of the structure 2) structure -implementation of the stuff specified in the signature 3) functors -operations that take one or more structures and produce another structure that combines them in some way (may not have time to discuss this) signature:
signature <identifier> = sig <specifications> end -specifications can include: types, eqtypes (allows test for equality), exceptions, vals.
signature BST = sig type 'label btree; val create : string btree; val insert : string * string btree -> string btree; val delete : string * string btree -> string btree; val lookup : string * string btree -> bool end;
-specifies the type of the string binary search tree -outside programs can use any of the constructs defined here structure:
-defines an implementation of a signature -there can be more than one structure defined for a given signature -more than one implementation of a signature -similar to having more than one val of a particular type -structure <identifier> = struct <elements of the structure> end elements of structure may optionally end with a semicolon -Ex: see StringBST handout -When accessing visible names from outside the structure, dot notation is used to qualify the names in the current environment -val t = StringBST.create; > val t = Empty : 'a btree -val t = StringBST.insert("Jones",t); > val t = Node("Jones",Empty,Empty) : string btree -val t = StringBST.insert("Smith",t); > val t = Node("Jones",Empty,Node("Smith",Empty,Empty)) : string btree; -StringBST.lookup("Smith",t); > val it = true : bool -val t = StringBST.delete("Smit",t); > val t = Node("Jones",Empty,Node("Smith",Empty,Empty)) : string btree; -You can also use a declaration called "open" open <structure name>; to open the structure and then you can use the names in the structure without the dot prefix -val t = create; ... etc.
-This can cause problems because any names that might conflict in your current environment with the names opened from the structure, and thus brought into the current environment, may change the values functors:
-operates on structures to produce other structures fill in if we have time...
